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MRI denoising using native noise
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Synopsis
The bene ts of deep learning (DL) based denoising of MR images include reduced acquisition time and improved image quality at low eld strength. However, simulating
noisy images require biophysical models that are eld and acquisition dependent. Scaling these simulations is complex and computationally intensive. In this work, we
instead leverage the native noise of the data, dubbed “native noise denoising network” (NNDnet). We applied NNDnet to three di erent MR data types and computed the
peak signal-to-noise ratio (> 38dB) for training performance and image entropy (> 4.25) for testing performance in the absence of a reference image.

Introduction:
The bene ts of deep learning (DL) based denoising of MR images include reduced acquisition time (1) and improved image quality at low eld strength (2). However, most
studies involve simulating the noise level relative to the signal and its structure, for training the models. These simulations require biophysical models that incorporate a
variety of tissue parameters that are eld and acquisition dependent (2). Scaling these simulations is often complex and computationally intensive. Also, this requires vast
data to train and validate. In this work, we instead leverage the native noise of the data that needs to be denoised, dubbed “native noise denoising network” (NNDnet). We
applied NNDnet to three di erent data types: (i) T1-weighted and (ii) T2-weighted images from Tailored MR Fingerprinting (TMRF) (3,4) that allows rapid acquisition of six,
non-synthetic contrasts and two quantitative tissue parametric maps; (iii) low eld (0.36T) brain T1 weighted imaging which su ers from lower signal to noise ratio (SNR)
compared to the widely used 1.5T system.

Methods:
The training data included 8295 T1 MPRAGE and 6622 T2 weighted images from the human connectome project (5). The forward modeling of noisy data included
extracting noise patches from a target application data set that is noisy. This extraction was performed by cropping and storing the corners of the noisy images. These
noisy patches were then collaged and added to the HCP data at a noise level relative to the maximum image intensity level found in the native data set. The noisy and
clean HCP datasets were used to train the native noise denoising (NND) network (NNDnet) using a U-net (Fig. 1) with the recti ed linear unit as the activation function over
400 epochs on a four GPU computer. This model was expected to account for noise and signal levels. Previously acquired T1-weighted images on a 0.36T Mindray and
TMRF data on a 3T GE Premier were used in this study. For the three types of data, we extracted the noise patches of size 14 x 14 from 50% of the data and tested on the
other half. This resulted in testing 3420 slices for low eld imaging, 2220 slices for TMRF-T1, and 900 slices for TMRF-T2. We evaluated the training denoising performance
of the NNDnet images using peak SNR (PSNR) with respect to the clean HCP data. The test images from the three applications were denoised using the gradient
anisotropic di usion denoising (AD) in the 3D Slicer tool (6), NNDnet, and the combination of the two denoising methods. The test images from the three applications did
not have a gold standard (no reference). Hence, image entropy that re ects the detail in an image was calculated for the three denoising combinations and compared.

Results and discussion:
The training performance of the NNDnet is shown in g. 2(a-c). Fig. 2c depicts the denoised image similar to 2a. The training required twenty-two hours on a four GPU
computer. The noise structure and relative amplitude to the signal seen in g. 2b is re ected in the test image in 2d. The AD ltering results in blurring shown in g 2e
while NNDnet retains the edge information (2f). The combination of the two denoising methods provides a balance between edge preservation and denoising. Figs. 3 and
4 illustrate similar representative results for TMRF T2 and low eld T1 denoising. Fig. 5 depicts the training and testing performance of NNDnet. The PSNR for NNDnet
denoised images increases for the three applications ( g. 5a). The mean+/- SD entropy of AD, NNDnet, and the combination of the two methods computed over slices
show NNDnet performing better than AD and the combination of the two methods provides the highest entropy. The denoising of these three di erent contrasts at two
di erent eld strengths demonstrate the bene ts of the native noise approach: i) inherently learn the structure and level of the noise of the speci c noisy images ii) not
requiring the acquisition of gold standard data for the noisy images iii) easily adapting to di erent noise structures and amplitudes without a vast amount of noisy training
data as each image produces four patches of noise to learn. Current and future work involves integrating NNDnet with the scanner to enable online or o ine denoising.

Conclusion:
We have demonstrated the denoising of three di erent types of MR images without the need for acquiring corresponding gold standard images or simulations requiring
sophisticated biophysical models and image quality transfer methods.
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Fig. 1 Native noise denoising network: a) The forward modeling involved extracting noise patches from the training data and adding them to the human connectome data
to train the native noise denoising model (NNDnet). This noise addition alleviates the need for a native gold standard data acquisition while retaining the noise structure
and levels of the target application; b) NNDnet’s neural network architecture consists of a U-net using the recti ed linear unit activation function.

Fig. 2 Denoising tailored MR Fingerprinting (TMRF): Training (a-c) - a) a T1-weighted image from the human connectome database; b) extracted noise from the TMRF data
added for training; c) corresponding native noise denoising network (NNDnet) result. The left column shows the corresponding magni ed images for the red square
shown in a). Testing (d-g) - d) a test TMRF T1 image that su ers from noise e) corresponding gradient anisotropy di usion denoised (GADD) result; f) NNDnet denoised
image; g) NNDnet + GADD denoised image; corresponding magni ed images on the right.

Fig. 3 Denoising tailored MR Fingerprinting derived T2-weighted images: Training (a-c) - a) a T2-weighted label image from the human connectome database; b) noise
added image used an input for the training; c) the output of the native noise denoising network (NNDnet). The corresponding magni ed images of the training data are
shown on the left for the red square shown in a). Testing (d-g) - d) a TMRF T2 noisy image e) gradient anisotropy di usion denoised (AD) result; f) NNDnet denoised image;
g) NNDnet + AD denoised image; the right column contains corresponding magni ed images
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Fig. 4 Denoising low eld T1-weighted images: Training (a-c) - a) a representative image used as the gold standard for training; b) noise added image used for the training;
c) the output of the native noise denoising network (NNDnet). The corresponding magni ed images are shown on the left for the red square shown in a). Testing (d-g) - d)
a representative 0.36T noisy image e) gradient anisotropy di usion denoised (AD) result that is blurry; f) NNDnet denoised image; g) NNDnet + AD denoised image. The
right column contains corresponding magni ed images

Fig. 5: Image quality evaluation a) training performance - peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) of the input and NNDnet denoised images compared to the gold standard
training data, for the three applications: low eld T1, tailored MR ngerprinting T1 and T2 imaging b) the entropy of the input noisy image, gradient anisotropy di usion
denoised (AD) image, the NNDnet denoised image, and NNDnet + AD denoised image for the TMRF T1 weighted images c) corresponding gradient entropy measures for
the TMRF T2 and d) for the low eld T1 weighted images.
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